5 Pieces of Timeless Jewelry to Give This Year
T&C and Platinum Born find the ultimate gifts that also give back to those in need.
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PLATINUM BORN

The holiday season is time for giving, so why not choose a present that can give twofold? This year, Town &
Country has partnered with Platinum Born for a special curation of fine jewelry benefitting Dress for Success.
Twenty percent of the proceeds from the 11 gifts included in the initiative (purchased through January) will
go towards the nonprofit’s efforts to empower women around the globe through economic and professional
independence.

“This jewelry is made for the modern woman,” says fashion and accessories director Dania Ortiz, who chose
these five favorites for their resilience and timeless beauty. “There is an amazing versatility to the Platinum Born
pieces—they can seamlessly transition from day to night. But the best part? Their transformative qualities,”
Ortiz notes, highlighting the brand’s shapeshifting necklaces and bracelets. After all, these editor-approved gifts
were selected to transform the lives of women beyond the just the lucky one who gets to wear it.

1
THE MAGNETIC
Platinum Born
$3,400.00

This magnetic piece, handcrafted from platinum, is just as innovative as it is precious. Worn as a bracelet coiled
around the wrist or as a delicate necklace connected at the collar—either way, the design is one that can offer
endless possibilities for any recipient.

2
THE RADIANCE
DOUBLE DROP
EARRINGS
Platinum Born
$1,150.00

Outshine all the other gifts with a pair of earrings that deliver double the sparkle. The two strands of dazzling
platinum beads on this pair of sleek drop earrings will turn heads without being over the top.

3
THE STARLIGHT
NECKLACE
Platinum Born
$1,200.00

Made to twinkle in the light, the strands of luminous platinum on this necklace dazzle with their
versatility. Worn as a three-tiered choker or an opera-length chain, the adjustable nature of this piece is an
elegant gift for those with a multi-faceted sense of style.

4
THE LIMITLESS HOOPS
Platinum Born
$640.00

For a fail-safe gift that’ll withstand the tests of time, look no further than the perfect pair of classic hoops.
Available in three sizes, platinum earrings like these are always a signature of great style.

5
THE SOLSTICE BRACELET
Platinum Born
$1,900.00

Impress a jewelry connoisseur with a platinum piece that’ll complement their collection. This effortlessly chic
stretch bracelet is one they’ll be able to mix and match for everyday but is a gift that’s special enough to shine
on its own.

